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Mr. Chairman, 

At the very outset, let me congratulate you on your election as the Chairman 
of the Committee. 

I take this opportunity to express my delegationôs sincere appreciation to Mr. 
Kiyo Akasaka, USG for Communications and Public Information for his candid, 
informative and objective statement del
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Mr. Chairman, 

While we commend the fact that the UN Communications Group, established 
by the DPI in 2002, has started yielding encouraging results, we would expect them 
to exert more efforts to focus more on specific issues like MDGs, climate change etc. 
globally. 

We note with appreciation DPIôs increased attention on climate change issue 
and for its inclusion within broad communications priority themes identified by the 
Department earlier this year along with the three core pillars of the Organization. 
The efforts of DPI in creating impact among the global audience of IPCC reports, 
high-level event on climate change and Bali Conference deserve our sincere 
appreciation. Bangladesh, being one of the most vulnerable countries facing the 
debacle of climate change, expects that a robust programme of work would be 
devised so that the actions of DPI are not limited only to publicising these events but 
also expanded to make itself a clearing house of information which could be 
accessible by GOs and NGOs, think tanks, experts and the general public in order to 
facilitate comprehensive and cohesive global action on climate change. 

Mr. Chairman, 

We have heard from the USGôs statement about the resource constraints that 
the DPI has been suffering from and which can impede the Department to carry out 
its many important functions. This is not acceptable. We believe that adequate 
resources, commensurate with the mandates approved by the General Assemblil ieve ̾tfro= ot eve ̾ o ͧ o  ͧ N O s, h rab ͧ l hi
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